The understanding of magnetoresistance (MR) in organic spin valves (OSVs) based on molecular semiconductors is still incomplete after its demonstration more than a decade ago. While carrier concentration may play an essential role in spin transport in these devices, direct experimental evidence of its importance is lacking. We probed the role of charge carrier concentration by studying the interplay between MR and multilevel resistive switching in OSVs. The present work demonstrates that all salient features of these devices, particularly the intimate correlation between MR and resistance, can be accounted for by the impurity band model, based on oxygen migration. Finally, we highlight the critical 2 importance of carrier concentration in determining spin transport and MR in OSVs and the role of interface-mediated oxygen migration in controlling the OSVs response.
INTRODUCTION
Spin injection and transport in non-magnetic media has given rise to a wealth of novel physics 1 and to sustained technological innovations 2 . While spintronics phenomena were initially observed in inorganic materials, increasing research efforts were devoted to organic semiconductors (OS) due to their intrinsically low spin-orbit coupling and hyperfine interactions 3 .
One of the few unambiguous indications of spin injection in non-magnetic conductive media is the presence of spin precession or, equivalently, of the Hanle effect 4 . In organic pseudo spin valves (OSVs), spin injection and transport were initially studied through magnetoresistance (MR) , that is the dependence of the electrical resistance of an OSV on the relative orientation of the magnetization of its ferromagnetic electrodes. The fact that the effect of spin precession was not observed 2, 5 (despite the presence of electron paramagnetic resonance which is due to magnetic-field induced spin precession 6 ),
prompted the introduction of a new model of spin transport in OSs 7 which is controlled by the charge carrier density. This was later expanded by introducing a microscopic mechanism, based on doping impurities, to describe charge and spin transport in OSVs 8 . This impurity band model draws a clear connection between the charge transport and the spin transport properties of an OS. In this model the density of carriers not only dictates the conductive properties but also the spin transport ones, via an exchange mechanism between carriers.
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3(LSMO)/tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline)metal(Mq3)/AlOx/Co OSVs, where Mq3 is an organic molecular semiconductor and M can be either Aluminium or Gallium, are an ideal playground to validate the impurity band model. In these devices both carrier density and magnetoresistance can be modulated systematically through multilevel resistive switching [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The study of multilevel resistive switching in OSs is motivated primarily by their considerable applicative potential 12, [14] [15] [16] [17] . While several models for multilevel resistive switching were put forward for organic materials [15] [16] [17] , none of them involved ferromagnetic electrodes and spin transport and therefore cannot describe OSVs. Conformational 4 changes of Alq3 were proposed to explain resistive switching in Alq3 based devices 18 , but the current voltage characteristics, according to that model, would follow an exponential behaviour, in contrast to the ones observed in our experiments. A common mechanism for resistive switching is filamentary conduction due to the existence of preferential conductive paths on the Alq3 layer. We exclude this mechanism in its simplest forms of metallic protrusions 19 or carbon rich paths 20 since our current-voltage (I-V) characteristics are non-ohmic. The possible inclusion of Co filaments in our devices was investigated in prior work 21 , were it was demonstrated that the AlOx layer acted as an effective barrier preventing Co inter-diffusion.
Interestingly, theoretical calculations predict highly conductive paths that are intrinsic to Alq3 and not generated by metallic inclusions 22 . In these filaments both mobility and carrier density can be higher than in the rest of the OS. A more complex filamentary conduction mechanism involves the existence of highly conductive paths due to local doping by some impurity such as O2, which acts as an acceptor. The presence of O2 is known to greatly affect charge transport in Alq3 23 and O2 doping effects become important above an exposure of 5×10 3 mbar s 24 .
In this article we show that both resistance and magnetoresistance in LSMO/tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline)aluminum(Alq3)/AlOx/Co or LSMO/tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline)gallium(Gaq3)/AlOx/Co
OSVs exhibit multilevel resistive switching, which can be consistently accounted for by the impurity band model. Based on recent spectroscopic results 25 we propose a mechanism based on O2 doping of the molecular layer, due to the migration of O2 from the AlOx barrier into the OS and vice versa. We measured the magnetoresistance of the devices in several resistive states, for which we provided an electrical characterization. We also investigated the temperature dependence of the electrical and of the magnetoresistive properties. The model was able to reproduce all the salient features satisfactorily, thus providing a comprehensive understanding of charge and spin transport phenomena in OSVs. The resistance measurements in Figures 1 and 3 were taken by applying a "reading" bias voltage of -0.1 V, which was small enough no to perturb the resistive state. The resistance changes were obtained by applying a "writing" bias voltage, high enough to affect the resistive state. Typically this voltage was between 2 V and 4 V in absolute value. The application of a positive "writing" voltage caused the resistance to decrease, while the application of a negative one cause the resistance to increase.
2.EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

3.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The OSVs devices studied in this work are schematically depicted in Figure 1a ). Figure 1b) . Finally, magnetoresistance and multilevel resistive swiching were observed in both Gaq3 25 and Alq3 10 based devices.
In our experiments no difference in behaviour between Alq3 and Gaq3-based OSVs was detected, therefore in this article we will use their results indifferently. In Figure 1b ), red triangles represent data from devices made in our laboratory that showed MR. Blue circles refer to devices from the literature; more details about these data can be found in Table S1 in the Supporting Information. Black squares represent data from devices made in our laboratory that did not show MR and which typically have resistances greater than 5 M
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. The resistance of the devices made in our laboratory and of those from the literature did not show a clear dependence on the thickness of the molecular semiconductor layer.
This suggests that the device resistance was controlled by the electrode/OS interfaces, i.e. charge transport was injection limited.
The devices fabricated in our laboratory showed multilevel resistive switching 13 and also an interplay between the resistive state and the MR 10 (see Supporting information, Figure S1 ). As we will show, these observations can be explained with the impurity band model 8 by taking O2 as the impurity; in our devices O2 acted as an acceptor, therefore the carriers' concentration was proportional to the number of O2 impurities present in the OS. The details of the model are reported in the section "Device Resistance" of the Supporting Information.
In the impurity band model, the resistance of the device originates mainly from the interface between the electrodes and the molecular layer. The multilevel resistive switching observed in our devices can be explained by the ability to control the O2 impurity concentration by the application of a voltage pulse 25 . In the high resistance state, the available O2 is concentrated in the AlOx barrier while in the low resistance state it partially migrates into the molecular layer. In this case, O2 acts as an acceptor and its migration from the AlOx into the molecular layer causes the concentration of hole carriers in the OS to increase. In turn, the carriers formed by O2 allow charge storage at the interface, with an decrease in the injection barrier thickness 13, 32 and thus of the resistance. In addition, an increased number of vacancies in the AlOx, makes the tunnel barrier leaky, which increases its conductivity and improves its spin injection properties:
a leaky barrier allows carriers to be injected into the molecular layer while a non-leaky one acts simply as a tunnelling barrier, jointly with the molecular layer 33 .
A sufficiently large voltage of opposite polarity causes the O2 to migrate back into the AlOx barrier. A decrease in the number of carriers in the molecular layer reduces charge storage at the interface with a concomitant increase of the device resistance due to the increased thickness of the depletion region. At the same time, a greater amount of O2 in the AlOx layer makes the tunnel barrier less leaky, thus increasing its resistance.
It must be stressed that central ion in metal quinolines plays no role in O2 migration. Experimental results on the Carbon spectra clearly indicate that the effects of O2 migration involve only the HOMO levels and leave the metal ion spectra unaffected 25 . O2 diffusion is the associated with a partial redistribution of the electronic charge within the complex, producing a positively charged state the quinoline ligand.
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Models of conduction based on the existence of an impurity band in the gap of an insulator can be traced back to the work by Hickmott et al. 34 . In the intervening time, much work was carried out on both organic and inorganic insulators 35 . The existence of the impurity band was attributed to the presence oxygen vacancies 36 or metallic ions 37 in the insulating layer. In all cases, the impurity band was associated with resistive switching, as in the present work.
The role of oxygen in many instances of multilevel resistive switching is well established in inorganic devices 36, 38 . . We therefore conclude that in our devices we cannot provide electric fields strong enough to affect the LSMO electrode.
In general, resistive switching can be classed as unipolar or bipolar. In the former case, the high and the low resistance states are reached by applying bias voltages of the same sign, while the latter one, voltages needed to increase and decrease the resistance have opposite polarities. While unipolar switching is associated with diffusion or temperature phenomena, bipolar switching is driven by the electric field 41 . In the present devices, resistive switching could be taking place solely in the AlOx tunnel barrier 36 . An interplay between conductive paths in AlOx, due to oxygen vacancy formation, and corresponding electrons trapped in the OS were observed in AlOx/polymer sandwich devices 42 . However, they observed 9 unipolar switching, in contrast to the bipolar switching we observed. Similar conductive paths were observed on Alq3 based devices 43 .
Let's now tackle the issue of magnetoresistance in our devices. While spin transport has been mostly elucidated in inorganic metals and semiconductors 44 , the understanding of spin injection and transport in molecular materials and devices is still primitive. Generally speaking, the spin scattering mechanisms that work for inorganic, ordered materials 45, 46 are not directly applicable to disordered molecular semiconductors. Instead, spin-dependent hopping due to spin-orbit coupling 27, 47 and hyperfine interaction 48 are believed to be the two main spin scattering mechanisms in OSs.
At lower temperatures than the ones used in the present work, namely at 4.2 K, the observed MR was attributed to tunnelling anisotropic magnetoresistance (TAMR) from LSMO into Alq3
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. The same mechanism was used to explain the change in MR that went together with resistive switching 11 which was in turn was attributed to oxygen migration in the LSMO. The working temperature for the present results is 100 K or greater, and it exceeds the maximum temperature at which TAMR can be observed in LSMO.
The main obstacle to spin injection in inorganic semiconductors is the conductivity mismatch between the low resistance electrodes and the high resistance inorganic layer 49 , and can be circumvented by introducing a tunnelling barrier between the injecting electrode and the inorganic semiconductor 50, 51 . On the contrary, conductivity mismatch does not play a great role in OSVs 8, 52 . Numerous works were devoted to the demonstration of spin injection in an organic semiconductor. Results from ferromagnetic/organic semiconductors/ferromagnetic OSVs often reported MR 33, 53, 54 , but this alone is not considered to be a definitive demonstration of spin injection. Two photon photo emission spectroscopy was used by . In spin pumping no net charge current flows between the electrodes and carriers are produced by unintentional doping, in analogy with the impurity band model.
Within the framework of the impurity band model, spin transport and thus magnetoresistance in our devices are strongly related to the O2 impurity concentration and hence to the resistive state of the device.
The O2, acting an acceptor dopant in the OS, introduces mobile polarons that act as charge carriers. In disordered organic semiconductors, these polarons are spatially localized. This localization suggests an exchange interaction between the spins of adjacent polarons, Hex = 2 ̅ S1· S2, where the exchange integral ̅ can be estimated from 60 :
where ϵ is the dielectric constant, ξ is the electron localization length, and ̅ is the average distance between polarons. The exchange coupling can cause an effective spin motion, giving rise to an additional spin diffusion constant, D  ̅ R 2 [12] . Hence high-efficiency spin transport is achieved via the exchange interaction when a sufficiently high carrier concentration is reached, since according to equation (1), ̅ is exponentially dependent on the carriers' concentration via ̅ = 1/ 3 . Crucially, the exchange mechanism contained in the impurity band model allows spin transport to take place without an accompanying charge transport, i.e., spin transport is decoupled from charge transport. The high spin transport velocity of this mechanism explains the absence of the Hanle effect.
Finally, the impurity band model includes spin-polarized tunnelling at the two electrodes. The coefficients for current injection from the ferromagnetic electrodes (A1 and A2 in the "Device resistance" section of the Supporting Information) become spin-polarized. Spin diffusion inside the molecules contains contributions from both hopping, which contributes also to charge current, and from exchange between neighbouring electrons, which does not contribute to charge current. It should be noted that while the charge current is continuous over the device, the spin current is not, because of possible spin relaxation at the interface. The detailed formalism can be found in Ref. [17] . The device resistance was calculated by using the tunnelling expressions in equations (3) and (4) in Yu 8 .
The central role of the carrier's concentration was confirmed by the fact that in low carrier concentration OSVs, neither magnetoresistance nor multilevel resistive switching were observed 31 .
Instead in the devices at hand, carrier concentration was sufficiently high to establish the exchange interaction.
The above picture of multilevel resistive switching and magnetoresistance was used to model the data in Figure 1c) and Figure 1d ). To obtain these data, the resistance of the OSV was changed by a suitable voltage pulse and subsequently measured at -100 mV. Figure 1c) shows how the resistive state affects the MR of the devices. The black dots are data taken from a 200 nm thick device at 100 K, while the black line is a fitting with the impurity band model. Since the carriers induced by acceptor O2 are of p-type, the barrier height between a metal and the organic is qB=Eg-q(m-), where Eg is the gap between LUMO and the HOMO, and q the electron affinity. The barrier heights were set to 1.5 eV for LSMO and to 1.7 eV for Co, which are consistent with the values measured via photoelectron spectroscopy, 1.7 eV and 2.1 eV, in a similar device 61, 62 . Figure 1d) shows the MR and resistance as a function of the carrier concentration. The small interior resistance R in the low-resistance device indicates a large carrier concentration in the bulk region. By using the device resistance and the device dimensions to estimate the carrier density n,
one obtains values as high as n=10 20 cm -3 if the Alq3 mobility is used 63 . Moreover, in the low-resistance device, the interfacial and interior resistances are comparable, whereas in the high-resistance device, the interior resistance is orders-of-magnitude larger than the interfacial resistance. The lack of MR in the highresistance device can also be understood in terms of the severe conductivity mismatch between the interfacial and the interior resistance. The low-resistance device, on the other hand, does not suffer from such resistance mismatch and exhibits a pronounced MR.
To gain a deeper understanding of the transport mechanism in the OSVs, we studied their electrical resistance as a function of temperature. In the high resistance state the resistance decreases monotonically as the temperature is increased (see Supporting Information, Figure S2 ), as expected for a semiconductor material. Figure 3a) shows the resistance as function of temperature for a similar device after it was set in the low resistance state; the black circles indicate the experimental data points measured at -100 mV, while the red solid line is the model fit. The behaviour in this case was nonmonotonic: the resistance increased as the temperature was increased from 100 K, it reached a maximum and then it decreased for higher temperatures. To model the temperature dependence of the resistance, we have considered two processes. First, the resistance of the LSMO electrode increases with temperature in its ferromagnetic phase because of its change in magnetization, and consequently the resistance due to tunnelling from the LSMO electrode increases with temperature. Second, the conductivity in the OS region decreases with temperature in the low-temperature regime, which is similar to metallic conduction and can be considered in terms of scattering. At high temperatures, carriers can 14 use thermally activated hopping for conduction, and the conductivity increases with temperature. In the impurity band model, the crossover temperature for the data in Figure 3a ) was set to 270 K and the activation energy was 0.2 eV, compatible with the values that can be found in the literature 64 . There is clearly a good agreement between the model and the experimental data.
A similar dependence of the resistance on temperature was observed in tunnelling inorganic devices with LSMO electrodes and was attributed to oxygen deficiency at the interface between LSMO and the tunnelling layer [65] [66] [67] . If this were the case here, the application of a magnetic field would lead to an increase of the temperature of the resistance maximum. We carried out this measurement at 80 mT and no shift was observed (see Supporting Information, Figure S3 ). A non monotonic behaviour of the resistance as a function of temperature was observed in some doped polymers 68 but it was opposite to ours, that is the polymeric organic semiconductor showed a resistance minimum and not a maximum, as a function of temperature.
The different transport behaviours at low and high temperatures also manifest themselves in the I-V characteristics of the devices at different temperatures. In this case the information comes from the dependence of the differential conductance on the applied voltage. There was a sharp distinction between the differential conductance observed at 150 K and that observed at 300 K. At 300 K the first derivative of the differential conductance curve was continuous at 0 V bias (Figure 3b ), blue dots) whereas at lower temperatures, the differential conductance at 0 V has a kink (Figure 3b ), black dots); the model fits are
given by the respective solid lines. The difference in behaviour is due to the different electric field dependence in the high and low temperature regimes. At low temperatures, the carriers in the bulk region use band conduction, or tunnelling between adjacent sites of the impurity band. In this situation, the tunnelling probability increases with an electric field. One can think that the tunnelling barrier is reduced by the electric field. By contrast, at high temperatures, the carriers use hopping for conduction. An electric 15 field makes the energy at different sites different, and therefore the carrier mobility actually decreases with the electric field, when the field is not too strong.
4.CONCLUSIONS
We 
